
SHIPPING CRISIS EXPLAINED
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Presentation Notes
I think it would be fair to say that the virus has revealed exactly how fragile and delicate the global supply chains really are!We’re seeing empty shelves and out of stock notices everywhere we go!The crux of the crisis has been the unexpected peaks and troughs in shipping demand due to backlogs at ports caused by Covid-19 disruptions.  Sadly NZ has been one of the countries most impacted by the crisis.  Not only are we an island nation heavily dependant on shipping but we are at the very end of shipping routes, meaning we experience all the delays further up the line.  I read an interesting article recently where NZ was innately described as the Stewart Island of the supply chain!



COVID LOCKDOWNS 2020
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Covid lockdowns all over the world resulted in activities being restricted, factories being closed and unable to collect containers off the port, leading to ports being at full capacity.  Adding to this the fact that most ports were also working with skeleton staff due to restrictions…With the loss in demand for shipping – most vessel operators reduced the number of ships on routes to stabilise costs.These effects lasted from March to June 2020



GOVERNMENT 
STIMULUS 
PACKAGES
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We had governments all over the world reacting with lockdowns and stimulating consumption in the face of the pandemic. The UK, for example, set out a package of economic stimuluses in their summer of 2020 that was specifically designed to get people shopping.  In the US, stimulus checks sent directly to citizens resulted in a 4.2 percent month-on-month increase in consumer spending.Our own government responded to the pandemic with an extraordinary stimulus package, notably NZ$12.1 billion $$Additionally, as saw a shift in consumer spending from services to goods  With many people stuck at home, We began buying more goods online.Everyone scrambled to buy a desk for their home office, then there was a run on furniture and flour and toilet paper.



GLOBAL CONTAINER 
SHIPPING DEMAND 

SURGES
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As lockdowns Lifted, demand SKY rocketed. This Led to chaos for manufacturers and distributors of goods who couldn't produce or supply as much as they did pre-pandemic for a variety of reasons, including worker shortages due to covid restrictions and/or a lack of key components and raw materials.Local manufacturing has also struggled to recover to its pre-pandemic levels , leading to a surge in imports!Different parts of the world have experienced supply chain issues that have been exacerbated for different reasons, too. For instance, power shortages in China had affects on production, while in the U.K., Brexit has been a big factor around a shortage of truck drivers. The U.S. is also battling a shortage of truck drivers and large backlogs at its ports.Container shortages have also played a major part in some of the issues we are currently facing.



SO WHERE ARE 
ALL THE 
CONTAINERS?
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Many are in inland depots. Others are piled up in cargo ports, and the rest are onboard vessels. The largest container shortages are currently being faced in India, Asia and Europe.Not only did the virus put the brakes on imports and exports, it also meant empty containers were not being picked up. SO a unique scenario developed. Asia, being the first hit by the pandemic, was also one of the first to recover. So while China resumed exports earlier than the rest of the world, other nations were still dealing with restrictions, a reduced workforce and minimal production. A consequence of this was that many of the remaining containers in Asia headed out to Europe and North America, but did not come back quickly enough.Compounding on the shift in trade imbalances and bottlenecks is that production of new containers is woefully low. This limited access to available containers is also driving up the buying price of new containers, since Chinese container manufacturers, who dominate the market, now charge around $2,500 for a new container, up from $1,600 last year. Likewise, container leasing rates have rocketed, up by around 50% in the space of just six months.



EVER GIVEN IN THE SUEZ CANAL
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It may have been the source of hundreds of jokes and memes, but the Ever Given shipping container becoming wedged across the Suez Canal had a very serious impact on global supply networks.Although the vessel itself was freed after six days, the subsequent backlog in traffic caused more than 60 days’ supply chain disruption. According to a Supply Chain Dive article, 62 container ships with a combined capacity of over 727,000 TEUs were held up by the Ever Given, with further vessels delayed by taking alternative routes around South Africa.



PORT CONGESTIONS
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Maritime ports facilities are key to the global shipping industry, which handles over 80% of all internationally traded goods, so port congestion and delays experienced here have wide ripple effects.The pic here illustrates the situation at the Yantian Port in June  when the port was forced to close due to the virus.While a partial reopening of Yantian took only a few days, a return to normal services took nearly a month to achieve, as the congestion spilled over to other ports.In October - 2 typhoons hit Hong Kong and Shenzhen – those delays ricochet into Europe , USA and Australasia.The point here is that even when shipping strains ease in China, this will mean new surges of vessels arriving at congested ports like Los Angeles-Long Beach, shifting the backlog to these destination ports.Consumer purchases of goods have stayed elevated in advanced economies and labor shortages have stretched trucking, rail and shipping liner capacity to their limits, creating bottlenecks of containers between the factory loading docks and store shelves. 



RESULT : PRICE 
INCREASES
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Apart from the delays & transit times etc… The most significant result of everything we have discussed so far has been the increase of freight rates month on month, and sometimes twice a month.As we know price moves based on a balance of demand and supply so it was inevitable that freight rates would go up.Before COVID-19, a 40ft container out of China would cost maybe US$750. Now, that same container will cost US$9,000. If you compare the same situation with what we’re seeing out of China to Europe, we’re hearing they’ve hit US$20,000 for the same container – that’s a more lucrative routing for the shipping market which is why they’re routing all their ships that way.It is also important to note here though that prior to covid – the freights rates were possibly too low with Shipping Lines making losses for several years.  This also led to the amalgamation of many services which further excarbated our current issue as there are now less players in the market!



EUROPE: COVID SURGE
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It’s important to note that Europe is currently have surging infections of covid currently which you will currently see on your screen, this with the addition of the new COVID variant is likely to result in European countries imposing restriction which is likely to slow things down and create further delays and issues in the future. - Currently peak season and space is very tight across all lines, 4-5 weeks to get bookings on in most cases, occasionally more. - Several ports are experiencing space and equipment shortages. - Others are still raising rates considerably in response to demand. - All our European agents are operating as normal with mixture of working from home and skeleton crew in the office. - Truckers in the Europe are very over-loaded due to the lack drivers and Covid related stand downs. Many are now increasing charges to help cover higher wage costs to keep truckers in the industry. - Vessels have been regularly omitting ports in Europe and the back logs take weeks to clear due to limited space on the vessels that do call. 



ASIA: Harsh 
COVID 
Restrictions 
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Key point shown on side: China has harsher restrictions than a lot of countries which can mean things can change very quickly.Congestion at all transship ports remains the biggest challenge, along with pressure on feeder services. MSC is running two additional extra loaders to help this situation off cargo being  stuck in transshipment ports. A few new players have entered the China to NZ Market which has helped create some healthy competition , unfortunately they aren’t calling Wellington port at this stage., but we are hopeful they will in the future.Feeder services in south China will suspend services in late December until mid February. This is due to the rules around COVID quarantine for crews on the vessels and clearly, they want to be home for Chinese New Year. This could see a surge of shipments from these locations' prior which could result in over bookings and/or delays. No one normally gets surprised by the peak leading up to Chinese New Year, however the harsh quarantine rules mean shipping services will slow down weeks earlier in order for people to go through quarantine before being able to go home to their families. 



Los Angeles / 
Long Beach 
Current 
Congestion 
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- Congestion has not improved in Los Angeles / Long Beach, the graph on the screen shows 87 vessels waiting outside port and  its currently taking up to 7-10 days for a vessel to be unloaded/loaded from arrival.- The weekly Long Beach – Auckland service is currently moving alternate sailings every 2-3 weeks. There is no alternative service that does not involve long transits via Asia.- This is a lot of space to take out of the market and Long Beach, Seattle and Vancouver are under a lot of strain because of this.Trucker shortages are a huge issue in the US & Canada – congestion has hit drivers wages with fewer jobs able to be completed in a day and forced some drivers out of the market to other employment opportunities. Truckers are also cancelling jobs at short notice due to COVID cases. Replacement drivers often can’t be found at short notice or are charging higher penalty rates. These extra costs are now just a part of getting containers out of the USA and we must incur them to keep cargo moving. warehouse shortage issues;  warehouse facilities are packed to the brim as retailers have also stockpiled and/or reserved extra storage because of the recent surge in consumer demand, which has restricted the overall supply of warehouse space.



Industrial 
Action Halted 
in Melbourne 
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- The good news is that the Industrial Action planned for Melbourne has been halted – but the impact from the strikes have already seen delays currently at 4 to 5 days. - Reefer and Food grade equipment on all shipping lines is limited.- FCL space availability is slowly improving Ex Melbourne & Sydney.- Our Agents offices in Sydney & Melbourne are back working on site after a legally lockdown. - Airfreight is currently overbooked Ex Australia resulting in delays of 7-10days.



KiwiRail Strike 
Action Mid 
December 
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And lastly our local conditions here in New Zealand;- Strike action by the Rail and Maritime Transport Union NZ will take place in the middle of December – 1 x day in each island at this stage.- Rail transit time from Port of Tauranga to Metroport Auckland for cleared non-priority containers has improved, now averaging 7 -10 days. - Rail service schedules on the Tauranga / Auckland line will however be impacted by the intended closure for a planned upgrade to the network over the Christmas period. - Container depots continue to be challenged with overcapacity. The volume of LCL shipments queued for Devan has increased lately due to the reduced number of FAK containers that can be devanned per shift during aletrt level 3 in Auckland. Unloading warehouses  are running out of space to place freight during overnight devanning shifts and being forced to stop unpacking containers until more warehouse space is available the following night., which only adds to delays.This has resulted in FAK containers clead time of approximately 14 days from discharge to available date.-Exports Services remain heavily booked in most markets, space is available within 2 – 3 weeks which is down on past months.-Again congestion at transship ports is still on ongoing issue and is adding weeks to the total shipping time in a lot of cases.
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